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H340 For Windows 10 64-bit

NEW!
all you need to do to download logitech headset drivers is to connect your audio device to a usb port

of your computer and run the setup utility to manually install the drivers. the logitech h340 usb
headset does not require any drivers. after having problems with my microphone, microphone not

working, microphone wont work on windows 10, i found that it is related to the problem of not
working with skype. if your microphone still not working in windows 10, one of the easiest ways is to
download the latest windows 10 audio driver from logitech and follow the instructions below. which
driver logitech h340 usb headset is required depends on the audio hardware on your computer. if

you dont know which device is connected to your computer, the best way to find out is to go to the
control panel and open device manager. then select the usb audio hardware listed. driver support is
always looking for ways to make your driver installation and update experience easier. if you have
comments, questions, and suggestions about the driver support experience, feel free to contact us.

summary: based on a detailed analysis of the proprietary drivers available in the microsoft
repository, including driver-manufacturer ratings and other relevant metrics, we present a list of the
most commonly used drivers on the market for the product you are currently using. i have a logitech
usb headset h340 and i have had major performance issues with my motherboard, all of the drives,
ram, wireless nic's and even my cpu - nothing would even start up. it was getting to the point i was
asking for a new machine but then i came across this site. this is the first time in my life i have been

able to resolve these issues and the best thing is that it only cost me $0.00 and took 2 minutes to
get the job done. what a blessing to have you guys out there for us to use. thank you guys for a job

well done.
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